
 
CHILDREN’S SURE HOUSE SCHOOL WALL PERIMETER FENCE (SWAPF) PROJECT 

On behalf of Children’s Sure House, I am pleased to submit this (€5, 986) proposal requesting for the “CHILDREN’S 
SURE HOUSE SCHOOL WALL PERIMETER FENCE (SWAPF)” project.  
 
This project was aimed at consolidating and improving together with the beefing up security due to the deteriorating 
learning environment due to urbanization and increasing housing explosion. Potentially we will work with 550 CSH 
community members (the majority of whom are OVCs who are HIV/AIDS infected and affected) as well as affect their 
communities and the lives of their family members. 
The main focus being on school perimeter wall fence around CSH school complex in Kiwangala..  
 

                   
Through this project, we strive to beefing up security and safety.  The community will contribute time, leadership, 
decision-making, labour, and some materials 
The CSH (school) community background consists of 550 HIV/AIDS infected orphans, and helpless vulnerable 
children and  adolescents who cannot concentrate to their learning due to the open atmosphere exposing them to the 
polluted environment due to the housing and urbanization in the area.   
CSH proposes to work with teachers and non-teaching staff to focus on building a perimeter school wall fence  ing 
safe, clean and quiet learning environment at all times at the school site.  
 
 

               
The community is also experiencing a problem of insecurity, trespass and lack of privacy. This has forced our school 
authority and Children’s Sure House to look and seek for additional alternative sources of funds  
 
Building this Perimeter wall fence around the school will provide safety, privacy and a safe learning environment thus 
achieve an improved quality of life for the entire community unto generations, thus a trigger effect into a viscous circle 
of improvement of education, livelihood and development. 
   



                                   
Goal and Objectives  
The Kiwangala Children's Sure House community is also experiencing a problem of insecurity and trespass from the 
encroaching social, housing and gross overgrowing estate/ building industry. This has forced our school authority and 
Children’s Sure House to look and seek for additional alternative sources of funds. There are an overwhelming 
population pressure and high demand of housing infrastructure in Kiwangala trading centre. The  existing barbed wire 
fence structure around the school currently cannot prevent and stop the threatening growing demand for  rental 
housing  and rapid population explosion cannot  cater for the badly needed safety and security for the educational 
institution,                                               
And it is an unsafe situation in Kiwangala where school and the neighbouring rapidly growing village are heavily 
contrasting at all times during the day. 

 
Goal:   Safety and Livelihoods of school children in Kiwangala are improved 

 
Objectives:       1) Assuring Privacy and avoiding trespass with noise pollution to the school beneficiaries. 
                           2) Providing the poor school orphans and children access to safety and security. 

  3) Eliminating and controlling of theft and burglary due in-breakages. 
             4) Enhancing, strengthening and improving the quality of children’s health and safety.  

 
The overall goal of CSH WASH is to improve and beef up security and livelihoods of the School population in the 
Kiwangala and security of the school property. 
Target groups: CSH’s proposed WASH project will target current areas of operation of the CSH OVC program poor 
ignorant households that are denied, or have no access to proper toilet services, due to their conditions of 
vulnerability and poverty. CSH WASH intends to reach the target groups through the already built structures, which, 
as the partner, will coordinate and implement the project.  

              
Mitigation 
 
We shall have monitoring and evaluation sessions throughout the implementation process. 
There will be open lines of communication throughout this project.   
Differing views, discussion, questions, and concerns are always welcome.  
We shall have a suggestion boxes at our school 
   
 



We would request you to donate in order to finalize the construction of the project.  If we get a donation of Five 
thousand nine hundred eighty-six Euros(€5, 986)  as shown in the breakdown here below. We humbly request for 
your contributions. 
LAST PHASE OF THE CSH WASH PROJECT  

#            I   T   E  M       Q  U   A  N  T  I  T  Y U N I T   P R  I  C  E   TOTAL  P  R  I C  E 

1. Bricks 30, 000 pcs                300 Ug. Sh.   9, 000, 000 Ug. Shs 

2. Bricks transport 30 trips        40,000 Ug.Shs   1, 200, 000 Ug. Shs 

3. Aggregate stones 5 trips       400, 000 Ug.Shs   2, 000, 000 Ug.Shs 

4. Work labour  force 10men X 15 days         40, 000 Ug. Shs   4, 000, 000 Ug.Shs 

5. Water for building 1000 pcs        200 Ug. Shs       200, 000 Ug. Shs 

6.  Steel door gates 2 pcs       1, 500, 000 Ug.Shs    3, 000, 000 Ug.Shs 

7 Ironbars 40 pcs 40, 000 Ug. Shs    1, 600, 000 Ug. Shs 

8 Shuttering timber  15 pcs 12, 000 Ug. Shs        180, 000 Ug. Shs 

9 Assorted nails 8 kgs 9, 000 Ug. Shs           72, 000 Ug.Shs 

 


